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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
A. each candidate should have the following items:-
   - set of French curves
   - tape measure
   - paper scissors
   - seam reaper
   - tracing wheel
   - tracing wheel / carbon
   - dressmakers pins
   - fabrics scissors
   - bobbins and bobbin case
   - machine sewing needles
   - hand sewing needles
   - tailors chalk
   - ruler
   - big set square
   - calculator

B. ITEMS PROVIDED
   - Brown paper
   - Calico fabric 1 ½ meters
   - Fusible interfacing 1/8metre
   - Sewing thread
   - One button 1 ½ cm d
   - Standard measurement hand out
   - One big envelope
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THE TASK:

Q1. Using materials provided and the standard measurements handouts given,

a) Draft and develop the garment sketched into a size 92 cm chest

b) Lay cut and sew the garment to completion

c) Handwork the first button hole and waist band button hole

d) Use flat fell seams on sleeve seams and yoke seams